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Carbon capture and utilization (CCU) technologies support future energy

and climate transition goals by recycling carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions.

The use of biogenic CO2 from renewable sources, is an avenue for the

production of fully renewable products. Fossil-based materials can potentially

be replaced in the long term while allowing for the use of so called “waste”

streams. To foster the development of a circular economy more insights

need to be gained on the life cycle impact of CCU technologies. This study

analyzed a CCU process chain, with focus on the utilization of volatile

renewable electricity and biogenic CO2. We performed a cradle-to-gate life

cycle assessment, evaluating various environmental impact categories (CML

2001methodology) and primary energy demand (PED) with GaBi LCA software

by sphera
®
. The targeted olefin is ethylene oxide (C2H4O), which is a crucial

intermediate chemical for the production of various synthetic materials, such

as polyethylene terephthalate (PET). As functional unit, 1 kg ethylene oxide was

chosen. In the novel process at first ethylene (C2H4) and hydrogen peroxide

(H2O2) are produced from water and CO2 via an electrocatalytic process

(Power-to-X process). In a second step, the two intermediates are synthesized

to ethylene oxide. The theoretical implementation of a medium-scale process

under average European conditions was considered in 12 scenarios that

di�ered in energy supply and CO2 source. Sensitivity analyses were conducted

to evaluate the influence of the energy and resource e�ciencies of the

production steps. The process was compared to its fossil benchmark, an

existing conventional EO production chain. Concerning the global warming

potential (GWP), negative emissions of up to −0.5 kg CO2 eq./kg product

were calculated under optimized process conditions regarding energy and

conversion e�ciency and using biogenic CO2. In contrast, the GWP exceeded

the fossil benchmark when the European grid mix was applied. The PED

of 87 MJ/kg product under optimized conditions is comparable to that of

other Power-to-X processes, but is high compared to fossil-based ethylene
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oxide. Based on the results we conclude that the energy e�ciency of the

electrocatalytic cell and renewable energy as input are the main levers to

achieve a low environmental impact.

KEYWORDS

carbon capture and utilization, Power to X, ethylene oxide, life cycle assessment, case

study, sensitivity analysis, electrocatalysis, biogenic CO2

Introduction

As climate change and environmental pollution take more

visible forms, the focus of politics, industry and research is

increasingly shifting toward climate change mitigation and

environmental action. The European Green Deal foresees

climate neutrality until 2050 (European Commission, 2019),

in this regard, circular economy is considered a supportive

concept (European Commission, 2020). On the other hand,

the IPPC reports that CO2 emissions have to be drastically

reduced within the next decades, in order to gain realistic

chances to limit global warming at 1.5◦C maximum in the

near (2,040) and long (2,100) term (pp. 14–15/IPCC, 2021b).

Technologies to reduce and bind CO2 are Carbon Capture

and Utilization (CCU) and Storage (CCS)–both are highly

discussed for different reasons. CCS is questioned as sub-earth

surface might not be safe. For this reason, some countries have

prohibited CCS until the technology is more advanced and risks

have been assessed, for example Austria (BMNT, 2019). CCU on

the other hand is not capable of long-term carbon sequestration,

as its products are potentially short-lived. However, integrated

into a circular economy with closed material cycles, CCU might

be the puzzle piece which enables the industry to reduce the net

CO2 emissions to a minimum. Because of the associated critical

aspects and opportunities, CCU and CCS attract increasing

interest from academia and industry–as for example polyolefin

and plastic manufacturers shift their core business to circular

economy, renewable resources and CCU technologies, as they

rely on carbon as a feedstock (Global CCS Institute Parsons

Brinckerhoff, 2011; Otto, 2015; Ericsson, 2017).

Despite the direct utilization of CO2 (for carbonated drinks,

food processing etc.) there are various CCU pathways as can be

seen from Figure 1, based on different CO2 sources and chemical

conversion techniques. Furthermore, the energy demand is of

relevance in regard to environmental impact (Zhang et al.,

2020), as well as technoeconomic considerations and flexibility

of the conversion technology (e.g., in regard to volatile

renewable energy) (Böhm et al., 2020). Technologies such as

CO2 conversion to methanol (Fischer-Tropsch-synthesis) are

well-known through crude oil and natural gas refining but

often connected to environmental impacts that overshadow

the effect of CO2 sequestration (Kibria Nabil et al., 2021).

The methanation of hydrogen with CO2 (Sabatier process) is

also a common process, whereby nowadays green hydrogen

is in the spotlight as a raw material (Götz et al., 2016;

Bassano et al., 2019; Romeo et al., 2022). Alternatives, such

as photochemical, biochemical and electrochemical routes,

have different advantages but also disadvantages, such as

high cost and low yields due to low efficiencies (Yaashikaa

et al., 2019). Also, the targeted chemicals and fuels differ:

Considering the direct electrochemical conversion, there was

much research on carbon monoxide (Jin et al., 2021),

formic acid (Proietto et al., 2021) and methanol production

(Liu et al., 2020) in recent years, while electrochemical

conversion to C2(+) hydrocarbons is the next step (Pei et al.,

2021).

In this regard, electrochemical CO2 conversion to ethylene

(C2H4) is in line with research and industry (Masel et al., 2021),

because ethylene is an important base chemical for the chemical

and plastics industry as more than 100Mt are produced annually

(IEA, 2013). In addition to the direct electrochemical route,

there are various strategies to produce renewable ethylene,

such as thermochemical conversion (biomass gasification with

subsequent steam-reforming) or fermentation of biomass (via

dehydration of ethanol) (Liptow et al., 2015; Alonso-Fariñas

et al., 2018; Oliveira et al., 2020). However, these routes are not

based on CO2 conversion but depend directly on biomass as

a feedstock while electrochemical CO2 reduction allows for a

variety of CO2 sources. Furthermore, several conversion steps

are needed, which increases plant complexity.

Another important base chemical, which is commonly

produced from ethylene, is ethylene oxide (EO). EO has a

global production volumes of over 30 Mt per year (Mordor

Intelligence, 2020; Statista AgileIntel Research (ChemIntel360),

2021), ethylene even has a production capacity of >200 Mt

per year (Statista, 2022). The most common EO processes

are based on the direct oxidation of ethylene (C2H4), oxygen

(O2), and a recycle gas blended in a catalytic reactor, resulting

in the production of EO, carbon dioxide (CO2), and water

(H2O) (Zakkour and Cook, 2010). However, in recent years,

the research focus shifted to replacing O2 by CO2, (Mobley

et al., 2017), which would allow for the production of EO and

carbon monoxide (CO) while utilizing CO2. Also, in common

industrial processes unwanted side reactions, such as the full
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FIGURE 1

Overview of CO2 utilization and conversion approaches. Fossil and renewable point sources, as well as direct air capture, are possible CO2

sources, the products range from various chemicals to various fuels. Source: illustration redrawn and adapted from (Saravanan et al., 2021).

FIGURE 2

PED of fossil-based ethylene and EO in Germany: Current PED and reduction goal for 1 kg fossil-based ethylene (GaBi sphera, 2020c) and EO

(GaBi sphera, 2020g) produced. Source: Own illustration based on LCA data from GaBi sphera.

oxidation from ethylene to CO2, increase the carbon footprint

of EO (Mobley et al., 2017).

Based on the scientific consensus on anthropogenic climate

change, as synthesized by the IPCC1 (IPCC, 2014, 2021a), the

European Union and A.SPIRE2 have set targets to significantly

reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and energy demand

in the coming years: The reduction targets to be achieved

by novel electrochemical processes are −30% GHG emissions

and −25% energy demand compared to non-electrochemical

processes (European Commission, 2016). With regards to

energy demands, a reduction of 25 % would lead to maximum

primary energy demand (PED) of 53 MJ/kg for ethylene and

44 MJ/kg for EO (Figure 2), which is relatively low considering

1 IPCC = Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change.

2 A.SPIRE = Association “Sustainable Process Industry through

Resource and Energy E�ciency” (A.SPIRE, 2019).

the lower heating values (LHV) of 47 MJ/kgEthylene and 26

MJ/kgEO (Portz, 2005).

Fossil benchmarks tend to have low allocated PEDs and

GHG emissions considering cradle-to-gate system boundaries,

based on the fact that the resource (crude oil) for these chemicals

is highly energetic and reactive. In other words, it affords

a comparatively low energy input for most conversion steps.

Also, modern refineries produce various intermediates and final

products in vast amounts and are highly optimized in terms

of energy efficiency, e.g., via heat recovery. This leads to a low

specific impact per product.

An alternative EO process based on ethylene and hydrogen

peroxide (H2O2) was thoroughly assessed by Ghanta et al., with

the goal to increase technoeconomic feasibility and decrease

the environmental impact of EO production. A key idea by

Ghanta et al. was to replace the O2, which is needed as

oxidant in the conventional process, with H2O2. However,

they consider conventional H2O2, that is, fossil-based H2O2
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in their analyses (Ghanta et al., 2013). The common route for

H2O2 formation is the anthraquinone process (Goor et al.,

2019). In recent years electrochemical oxidation of water to

H2O2 was investigated a lot (Mavrikis et al., 2021), also from

a historical perspective, electrochemical H2O2 production is of

relevance (Goor et al., 2019). We investigate the effects of not

only substituting the oxygen with H2O2, we also consider the

production of renewable H2O2 via an electrocatalytic process,

with the goal to minimize the carbon footprint of the final

product EO.

Furthermore, the novelty of the EO process chain presented

here lies within the simultaneous electrochemical conversion

of CO2 to ethylene and the electrochemical oxidation of water

to H2O2, within one electrochemical cell, followed by the

subsequent epoxidation of ethylene and H2O2 to EO. It enables

a fully renewable EO production, as the process is mainly driven

by the electricity input for the electrochemical CO2 reduction

and water oxidation. The future objective is that the reduced

number of conversion steps gives rise to higher energy efficiency

and reduced plant design compared to common EO plants.

Also, unreacted CO2 and unwanted side products may be either

recycled or further utilized, leading to a high overall conversion

rate and a decreased carbon footprint of the intermediates

and end-products.

The process could be implemented at sites with fossil-based

CO2-rich off-gases as well, such as existing refineries, for the

sake of decarbonization, while enhancing production volumes.

But this can be only a technological option for transition, as

net zero CO2 emissions must be achieved within few decades in

order to gain chances to reach the 1.5◦C global warming target

(IPCC, 2021b), which is contrary to continued fossil resource

extraction, namely raw oil. Thus, we favor the utilization of

biogenic CO2 for the application of the technology to ensure that

the produced EO is as climate-neutral as possible. Consequently,

this study focused on the use of already available biogenic

CO2 from industrial sources, which can be theoretically defined

as being carbon neutral (Koornneef et al., 2011) respectively

net CO2 emission reducing, depending on biomass source and

technological pathway (Poeschl et al., 2012; Paolini et al., 2018).

By utilizing this CO2 (and renewable electricity), the production

of fully renewable ethylene and EO is theoretically possible.

Also, the utilization of CO2 from direct air capture (DAC) is a

possibility, depending on technoeconomic feasibility. However,

large-scale DAC is expected to reach capture cost < 100e/tCO2

in 2040 (Fasihi et al., 2019), which is high compared to today’s

capture costs from biogas upgrading [up to 9e/tCO2, see (Reiter

and Lindorfer, 2015)] or from ethylene oxide production [12 to

25 e/tCO2
3, see (Bains et al., 2017)]. Thus, DAC as CO2 source

was not considered in this study with focus on 2030 and 2040

scenarios. For a summary on CO2 capture costs refer to Rodin

et al. (2020).

3 1 USD = 0.885 e (EZB, 2022).

As can be seen in Figure 2 the 30% GHG reduction

goal demands highly efficient and environmentally friendly

processes. On the basis of the stoichiometric reactions, the novel

process has a vast GWP reduction potential, as captured CO2 is

converted to other products (Figure 3). Compared to the GWPs

of fossil alternatives, reductions of up to 245% for ethylene

are possible.

Based on these theoretical assumptions, the question arises,

how the novel process performs regarding the PED and GWP

and other environmental impact categories, when being assessed

on a life cycle basis. Thus, a prospective cradle-to-gate LCA is

performed to identify hotspots for further R&D activities.

Methods

Carrying out a comprehensive LCA, the environmental

impacts of carbon utilization and conversion technology were

assessed considering the ISO 14044 standard (ISO, 2006) and

the CCU assessment guidelines of the Global CO2 initiative

(Müller et al., 2020) as a reference. The LCA-software GaBi ts

10.6 by Sphera (Sphera Solutions Inc., 2021) was used to model

the process chain, calculate the impact categories, and carry

out a sensitivity analysis. Initially, the process steps, setup, and

system boundaries were defined to set the goal and scope of

the LCA. This also included the definition of the functional

unit (FU), evaluated impact categories, and geographical and

time boundaries.

Finally, for the evaluation step of the LCA, specific impact

categories were chosen: the PED and the CML-baseline impact

categories (Guinée et al., 2002; Acero et al., 2016) were used. Of

the latter, specific attention was given to the GWP, including

and excluding biogenic CO2 effects, as the most important

environmental effects of CCU processes are expected in this

impact category.

Goal

The objective of this LCA was to evaluate the environmental

impact of a novel electrocatalytic process chain. The results

for the main product, EO, were compared to its conventional

counterpart, that is, EO produced from steam reforming and

oxidation of ethylene via air. From the perspective of the system

delimitation an attributional approach is applied for specific data

of the electrocatalytic process chain.

Scope definition

System boundaries

The analyzed process consists of three main process steps: (i)

the simultaneous electrochemical reduction of CO2 and water to
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FIGURE 3

Fossil benchmark’s GWP and stoichiometric CO2-demand per 1 kg of product of novel process: Comparison of the average GWP 100 [kg CO2

eq.] of 1 kg ethylene (GaBi sphera, 2020c) and EO (GaBi sphera, 2020g) produced compared to the stoichiometric CO2 demand of the same

products generated with the novel process. Sources: Own illustration based on LCA data by GaBi sphera.

C2H4 and H2O2; (ii) The enrichment of C2H4 and separation of

side-products and unreacted CO2; (iii) the chemical synthesis

of C2H4 and H2O2 to C2H4O, which is set as the reference

flow of the process (see Section Allocation). Regarding upstream

processes, the CO2 source, energy generation and water supply

are included in the model (see Section Main inputs into the

system). The final process step modeled is the C2H4O synthesis.

An overview of the system boundaries and flow diagram is given

in Figure 4. The process steps are described in detail in section 0.

A typical LCA starts with the extraction of raw materials,

the processing thereof, and an end-of-life (EoL) phase. Although

this is a prominent approach, another widely used option is

cradle-to-gate, in which the system ends at the production of

the analyzed good. This approach is useful for comparing a

new manufacturing process to an established process and is

frequently applied (Rezvani Ghomi et al., 2021; Zeilerbauer et al.,

2022) Furthermore it is suggested for CCU chemicals with the

same properties as their reference product by the Global CO2

Initiative CCU assessment guidelines (Cremonese et al., 2020;

Müller et al., 2020).

To derive valid results from a scientific point of view, the

recommendation of the biotechnology innovation organization

can be followed: carbon (resp. CO2) enclosed in a product can

only be regarded as sequestered permanently if there is adequate

indication that its material will remain unchanged for more

than 100 years in a certain product use or end-of-life scenario

(Biobased Products Working Group, Biotechnology Industry

Organization, 2010). This is in accordance with common life

cycle impact assessment methodologies such as CML 2001 (EC-

JRC IES, 2010). Thus, in the present study, the GWP 100 years

was calculated. The fact that the meaningfulness of this indicator

depends fully on the further utilization and EoL treatment of

downstream products has to be kept in mind though (see also

Section Climate change).

Functional unit

For power-to-gas technologies, the most common reference

unit of the FU is Joule (J) orWatt-hours (Wh), that is, the energy

content. In the case of other power-to-X (PtX) technologies

with a focus on chemicals, kilograms (kg) or tons (t) are

more suitable, as the products are predominantly merchandized

via mass rather than their energy content. This was also true

for ethylene, hydrogen peroxide, and EO. As the technology

readiness level (TRL) of the technology and the yearly output

of the underlying virtual demonstrator are rather low, 1 kg

EO (instead of 1 t) was used as FU and benchmarked with its

fossil counterpart.

Allocation

Allocation affects the environmental impacts of all sides and

main products generated bymulti-purpose processes. ISO 14044

(ISO, 2006) regulates how to solve multifunctional processes. In

accordance with ISO, the CCU LCA guidelines (Müller et al.,

2020) prefer sub-division and system expansion to allocation.

Quite typically for an electrochemical process, the analyzed

technology is a multi-product process. As the analyzed system

was reduced to the most important process steps already,

further subdivision was not reasonable. System-expansion

and substitution were considered too complex in regard to

several valuable side-products (CH4, H2, H2O2), also, all

products are currently produced via fossil-based process routes,

i.e., no suitable substitution/expansion processes are available
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FIGURE 4

System boundaries and scheme of the assessed process. For electricity generation, CO2 supply and process steam supply conventional (gray)

and renewable (green) pathways exist. The electrocatalysis and EEU are modeled based on our data and the epoxidation based on (Ghanta et al.,

2013) while the supply processes are taken from GaBi sphera with one exception: the biogas upgrading process (CO2 sequestration) was

modeled based on (Zhang et al., 2020). Impact allocation was based on mass. Source: Own illustration based on own data and literature.

assuming a fully renewable chemical market as a setting without

making extensive assumptions [see also (Heijungs and Guinée,

2007)].

Thus, the best available allocation method was looked

for: determining physical relationships is recommended

(EC-JRC IES, 2010), but due to the low TRL, insufficient

information on the physical relationships was given, as the

ratios of the different products depend on a multitude of

factors: such as CO2 and water ratios, electrolyte concentration

and pH value, geometry of the reactor, catalyst material

and design, electrical voltage and current, intermediate

reactions or decomposition of products within the process.

Alternatively, market-price allocation, followed by allocation

connected to economic value (mass, heating value) is

appropriate (Guinée et al., 2001). Economic allocation

poses the problem of volatile market prices, the results are

likely to be not comparable to other studies (Klöpffer and

Grahl, 2009). Also, future market values of CO2 (Müller

et al., 2020) and the produced (renewable) chemicals are

highly uncertain so far, thus, adding more uncertainty to the

LCA results.

We used mass-allocation based on deliberation with experts,

considering scaled up laboratory results and stoichiometric

assessments (CO2EXIDE, 2018): the produced chemicals with

the highest share (H2O2, C2H4, C2H4O) are traded based on

mass and not used as energy carriers but base chemicals. The

CO2 is treated as valuable by-product from previous processes,

i.e., attributed with environmental impacts (Müller et al., 2020).

As shown in Table 4, emissions and products leave the system

boundaries at the EEU and EOU, also the upstream processes

are connected with emissions. In regard to sensitivity analysis

and as the side products hydrogen andmethane are traded based

on their energy content, the lower heating value (LHV) was also

considered as allocation basis, see Section LHV-based allocation

and Table 4.

Time and geographical references

In the LCA, a medium-scale system at European average

conditions was evaluated. The energy and conversion efficiencies

were chosen in accordance with the experimental work

and projections of the underlying research project. Due to

the current low TRL (3–4) of the overall process and the

electrochemical cell in specific (year 2021), the reference

year for the assessment was 2030, in addition to a future

scenario considering technological learning, from 2030 to 2040.

Regarding the back and foreground data, the latest available data

sets for Europe were applied; thus, future changes, for example,

in the energy mix, were not considered.
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Main inputs into the system

Electricity

The overall system was supplied with electricity, for the

modeling, predefined LCA processes were used, such as the

average European grid mix (GaBi sphera, 2017c) and –as

renewables–the European wind and solar power mixes, based

on the EU-28 (GaBi sphera, 2017a,b). The grid-mix process

includes not only the generation and transport of electricity,

but also the sourcing and manufacturing of energy generation

technologies. The wind and solar power mix also include the

sourcing and manufacturing of energy generation technologies,

however, no transmission, which is considered suitable as locally

generated renewable energy is to be utilized by the process.

Carbon dioxide

For CO2, two different sources were considered in the

scenarios: for the biogenic scenarios, CO2 from a biomethane

upgrading plant was chosen. The underlying biogas process was

obtained from the Gabi Sphera database (GaBi sphera, 2020a).

I.e., the environmental footprint of CO2 production is fully

considered, as environmental impacts are allocated between

CO2 and biomethane, as well as the electricity input of the biogas

upgrading process. As gas separation process an electrically

drivenmembrane separation systemwas chosen, with an electric

demand of 0.204 kWh/Nm3 biogas, calculated based on (Zhang

et al., 2020). The energy demand was mass-allocated to CH4

and CO2, whereas only CO2 was utilized in the subsequent

processes. As a consequence of the allocation, the biogenic CO2

used as a resource comes with a negative GWP, that is, GHG

credit, considering cradle-to-gate system boundaries. For the

gas splitting process, the same electricity source was chosen as

for the main process, i.e., wind, PV, grid-mix depending on

the scenario.

In the second scenario, the CO2 off-gas from conventional

EO production from oxidation via air was considered, that is,

fossil CO2 (see Table 2). The integration of CCU in common

EO plants was recently analyzed in a previous study (Barecka

et al., 2021). The authors found that the CO2 produced on-site

could be directly fed into the analyzed electroreduction process

(Supplementary Table S4). Hence, in the present study, the same

conditions were assumed; that is, no further purification and

separation process of the fossil CO2 was considered. A suitable

pre-defined process was chosen from the LCA database, which

considers the allocation effects occurring at the refinery (GaBi

sphera, 2020b).

In both cases, no additional road or similar transport

processes were added, as it is assumed that CO2 is supplied by a

nearby biogenic/fossil stationary industrial process. This means

that a direct pipeline or on-site integration of the process to an

existing plant seems viable, thus, CO2 transport is considered

negligible at the early assessment stage.

It is worth noting that for other fossil and biogenic CO2

streams (e.g., from flue gases) more or less intense CO2

TABLE 1 LCI of analyzed process (absolute values).

Streams Value (2030) Value (2040) Unit

F Feedstock

F1 CO2 3.0 kg/kgEO

F2 CO2 recycling 13.1 3.03 kg/kgEO

F3 H2O 14.1 10.6 kg/kgEO

F4 Stoichiometric. demand 10.6 kg/kgEO

A Auxiliaries

A1 electricity 0.35 0.16 GJ/kgEO

A2 steam 0.74 kg/kgEO

I Intermediates

I1 H2O2 6.03 kg/kgEO

I2 C2H4 0.829 kg/kgEO

I3 C2H4 0.637 kg/kgEO

P Products

P1 C2H4O 1 kg/kgEO

S Side-products

S1 H2 0.1450 kg/kgEO

S2 CH4 0.1290 kg/kgEO

S3 H2O2 5.26 kg/kgEO

E Direct emissions

E1 C2H4 0.03158 kg/kgEO

E2 H2 0.00022 kg/kgEO

E3 CH4 0.00523 kg/kgEO

E4 CO2 0.02984 kg/kgEO

For a more detailed version, see Supplementary Table S3.

separation or purification would be needed, which can lead to

significant economic and environmental impacts of the overall

process (Reiter and Lindorfer, 2015; Rodin et al., 2020).

As the CO2 is only partially converted by single-passing

the electrocatalytic unit, the recycling of unreacted CO2,

which remains in the product gas stream, is essential. In

addition, some CO2 dissolves in the electrolyte solution:

due to steady-state modeling, the dissolved CO2 is not

considered in the balance. Freshly provided CO2 and the

CO2 recycle stream were modeled (see Table 1, streams F1

and F2).

Water

In addition, water was assumed to be supplied over the local

network. Depending on the water source, impurities may lead to

unwanted chemical reactions or damage to the electrocatalytic

unit. Consequently, water treatment (desalination, deionization)

was included via a predefined GaBi Sphera process (GaBi spher,

2020h) that models a cradle-to-gate water purification at the

plant via ion exchange at the European average level (EU-28).
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Background processes

Background processes were obtained from LCI databases,

including GaBi (Sphera Solutions Inc., 2022), Plastics Europe

(2019), and ecoinvent (2022). These databases were used for the

conventional reference process (fossil EO production), as well as

for some input processes (e.g., electricity input).

Cut-o� criteria

The LCI used for LCA modeling in GaBi ts 10.6 software

cuts ∼0.6% of mass flows (reflecting CO, a side product of the

electrocatalytic process, which is mixed with the intermediate

ethylene stream), which is in line with the common LCA

methodology. In EN 15804 (DIN, 2020), which assesses the

sustainability of buildings, the following rule was observed: no

cut-off stream should contribute more than 1% to the total

mass balance and the total cut-off mass should not exceed

5%. The ILCD handbook does not give out numbers but

also states that cut-offs cannot be avoided in reality (EC-

JRC IES, 2010). Moreover, a well-structured methodological

approach is needed, so that no important streams are cut-

off because they are “overlooked” (PE International, 2010).

In the case of this LCA study, flows were cut-off that

referred to special chemicals and chemical formulations that

could not be traced back in detail, and therefore are not

incorporated in LCA databases, such as catalysts (Guinée et al.,

2002).

Electrolyte

For the production of ethylene and hydrogen peroxide

from water and CO2, as auxiliary material, an electrolyte is

needed. This means a specific salt in an aqueous solution,

while some water in this solution is also a reactant. Therefore,

the amount of fresh water that needs to be supplied for

the chemical reaction was modeled, while the electrolyte

salts and surplus water (solvent) were neglected, as they

are considered as auxiliary materials that remain stable and

within the process, which was found to be crucial for

electrochemical CO2 reduction systems (Vennekötter et al.,

2019).

Membranes

Additionally, the membrane separates the cathodic

and anodic chambers of the electrocatalytic reactor.

It has to be replaced regularly, depending on the

signs of wear and tear. Consequently, the impact on

the environmental performance of the overall process

is considered to be rather low at a low replacement

frequency. The latter assumption was made in this study;

thus, the membrane consumption was not modeled in

the LCA.

Impact categories

This LCA evaluates in 11 categories the environmental

impact of the novel EO process, where primary energy demand

(PED) and global warming potential (GWP) with 100-year

time horizon are the most discussed. The calculation is

conducted based on the calculation method of CML (Guinée

et al., 2001; de Bruijn et al., 2002). Supplementary Table S1

(Supplementary material) provides an overview of the CML-

midpoint categories determined.

Sensitivity analysis

For a full LCA analysis, ISO 14044 (ISO, 2006) demands

a sensitivity analysis. In contrast, uncertainty analysis is an

option (Klöpffer and Grahl, 2009). Concerning the starting

point and available methodologies, there are various possibilities

for conducting an LCA sensitivity analysis, such as parameter

variation (Björklund, 2002), varying time horizons for the

impact analysis (Guo andMurphy, 2012) and statistical methods

(Heijungs and Huijbregts, 2004).

In this study, arbitrary parameter variation was used, since

the range and standard deviation of the parameters strongly

depended on the future technological development of the

novel process. At the time when this study was undertaken,

on one hand, no statistical values (e.g., from the literature)

were available; on the other hand, the variation of the input

parameters seemed more sensible than a variation of the impact

categories’ time horizon. It is a one-way sensitivity analysis, that

is, one parameter is varied at a time while the others remain

constant (except for those that directly depend on the varied

parameter). Additionally, modeling choices, such as impacts

related to varying process energy sources, are examined by

different scenarios.

The objectives of the sensitivity analyses are the parameters

of electricity demand [of the electrocatalytic reaction unit

(ERU)], as well as the CO2 conversion efficiency. The

latter influences the CO2 recycling stream and thus directly

influences the energy demand of the ethylene enrichment

unit (EEU). The chosen parameters varied in the range of

−50 to +50%. The range was not representative in terms

of realistic increase/decrease of the parameters but allowed

for the identification of promising starting points for further

improvement of the technology. The sensitivity analysis was

carried out for 2040 scenarios with biogenic CO2 input.

The water demand for conversion to H2O2 and other

products decreased from 133% (2030 scenario) to 100% (2040

scenario, equals stoichiometric demand). As it was assumed

that surplus water (i.e., electrolyte solution) was recycled at the

plant, the impact is considered to be rather low. The need for

additional water (e.g., to keep H2O2 in viable concentrations for
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side-product utilization) was not considered in the LCA based

on the lack of available data and experience.

Life cycle inventory analysis Figure 4 shows the relevant

process steps and flows of the assessed process. Table 1

summarizes the basic LCI of the process; a more detailed version

is provided in the Supplementary Table S3. F1 is the conversion

of CO2 to ethylene and side products, and F2 is the surplus

CO2 being recycled via the EEU. F4 is the amount of water

needed for chemical reactions in the ERU; for the 2030 scenario,

a higher water demand (e.g., due to wet product streams) was

assumed (F3). The water that was cycled in the ERU and the

ethylene oxide unit (EOU) system was not modeled. A1 covers

the total electricity demand, and A2 is the steam demand of the

EOU. I1 and I2 are the intermediates produced by the ERU, I3

is the ethylene separated by the EEU and further transferred

to the EOU, while the remaining ethylene is partially lost via

side product streams or recycled to the ERU. P1 is the main

product of EO, which has an FU of 1 kg. S1 and S2 accumulate in

the ERU, whereas S3 is the surplus H2O2 after the epoxidation

process. Direct emissions E1 to E4 are considered, especially for

gas splitting processes and residues in (side) product streams. If

residues (i.e., CO2, C2H4, CH4) in product streams (mainly S1)

would not be considered as loss, most emissions accounted for

nearly 0. The modeling scenarios are displayed in Table 2.

Electrocatalytic production of ethylene and
hydrogen peroxide

For the demonstration unit, it was considered that the

ERU consists of two parallel half cells, containing the anode

chamber (oxidation of water to hydrogen peroxide) and cathode

chamber (reduction of CO2 to ethylene). The half-cell reactions

took place according to Eq. 1 and Eq. 2 in Table 3, leading to

the overall combined reaction (Eq. 3), resulting in C2H4 and

H2O2 formation. Furthermore, current densities of 150 to 200

mA/cm2 with an active cell area of 300 cm2 were applied. The

applied cell voltage was up to 10 V.

In terms of overall energy efficiency, low voltages and high

current densities, in combination with high FEs of the desired

products, are determining. Consequently, in the 2030 and 2040

scenarios, lower voltages and higher current densities were

assumed for future large-scale applications; however, the key

input is the specific energy input, that is, electricity demand over

time. For 2030, a voltage efficiency of 36% was assumed (i.e.,

4.67V cell voltage), while in the 2040 scenario, 80%was assumed

(i.e., a 2.1 V cell voltage).

Faraday e�ciencies of the ERU

For this LCA, a Faraday Efficiency (FE) (a measure for

the “selectivity” of an electrochemical reaction) of 48% was

assumed for ethylene and hydrogen peroxide in the 2030 and

2040 scenarios. This conservative assumption lies within the

wide range of promising laboratory results, which were obtained

from the literature [Supplementary Table S4 (ethylene) and

Supplementary Table S5 (hydrogen peroxide)] and is congruent

with the results of the experimental work conducted within the

underlying project of this study (CO2EXIDE, 2018).

CO2 conversion e�ciency of the ERU

In addition to the selectivity, the single-pass conversion

rate is also important because it affects the overall energy

efficiency, as unreacted CO2 has to be separated from the

gaseous ethylene and side products and fed back to the cathode

(or the CO2 storage system if there is any). CO2 recycling

is considered via the EEU and, for the biogenic scenarios,

the process integration into a biogas upgrading plant. In the

2030 scenarios, a conservative single-pass conversion rate for

CO2 of ∼19 % (including conversion to side-products) was

considered, based on experimental findings, which is also in the

range of ∼10 to 50%, as reported in the literature for similar

technologies (Kim et al., 2015; Jouny et al., 2018; Jeng and Jiao,

2020). As stated, up to 50% conversion rate (solely to C2H4)

could potentially be realized in the future, depending on the

electrocatalytic CCU route (Jouny et al., 2018; Jeng and Jiao,

2020). Thus, for the 2040 scenarios, a 50% CO2 conversion rate

was assumed, including by-products.

In terms of educt recycling, for the anodic reaction, single-

pass conversion is less critical as the overall reactions take

place in aqueous solutions. This means that the unreacted

water is recycled automatically because of electrolyte cycling.

However, for both products, high concentrations are relevant

(i.e., C2H4 in the product gas mixture and H2O2 in water) in

order to decrease the energy input for product separation and

product losses.

Ethylene enrichment unit

For the enrichment of the (intermediate) product ethylene

(C2H4), various technologies are available, including physical

absorption, pressure swing adsorption (PSA), and membrane

separation. In the present study’s experimental setup, the EEU

was designed as a two-stage membrane separation unit, and

the main input was electricity to run the compressors. In the

2030 scenario, ∼6 kWh/kg of recovered C2H4 are considered.

This specific energy demand also includes the energy demand

for CO2 recycling and side product separation. For 2040, this

aggregated energy demand was lowered to ∼4 kWh/kg of

recovered C2H4, as recycled CO2 volumes are lower due to

higher single-pass conversion efficiencies. If the specific energy

demand is given for CO2 recovered instead of ethylene, it sums

up to about 0.3 kWh/kg CO2 (2030 scenario), which is in the

range of CO2 gas separation via membrane processes (Gabrielli

et al., 2017).
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TABLE 2 Scenarios of the analyzed plant under di�erent conditions using biobased and fossil CO2.

Scenario Production

location

Allocation Feedstock Process

energy:

electricity

CO2 surplus

utilization

H2O2

surplus

utilization

H2/CH4

treatment/

utilization

C2H4O

utilization

Electrical

energy

efficiency

ERU

Single-pass

conversion

rate CO2

Steam

generation

for EOU

Reference

year

b-PV-2030 Europe Based on mass CO2 from biogas

upgrading

EU-28 PV mix On-site recycling By-product To grid Final product 36 % 19 % Process steam

from biogas 90 %

2030

b-PV-2040 Europe Based on mass CO2 from biogas

upgrading

EU-28 PV mix On-site recycling By-product To grid Final product 80 % 50 % Process steam

from biogas 90 %

2040

b-Wind-2030 Europe Based on mass CO2 from biogas

upgrading

EU-28 Wind mix On-site recycling By-product To grid Final product 36 % 19 % Process steam

from biogas 90 %

2030

b-Wind-2040 Europe Based on mass CO2 from biogas

upgrading

EU-28 Wind mix On-site recycling By-product To grid Final product 80 % 50 % Process steam

from biogas 90 %

2040

b-Grid-2030 Europe Based on mass CO2 from biogas

upgrading

EU-28 Grid mix On-site recycling By-product To grid Final product 36 % 19 % Process steam

from biogas 90 %

2030

b-Grid-2040 Europe Based on mass CO2 from biogas

upgrading

EU-28 Grid mix On-site recycling By-product To grid Final product 80 % 50 % Process steam

from biogas 90 %

2040

f-PV-2030 Europe Based on mass CO2-from

C2H4O

production

EU-28 PV mix On-site recycling By-product To grid Final product 36 % 19 % Process steam

from natural gas

90 %

2030

f-PV-2040 Europe Based on mass CO2-from

C2H4O

production

EU-28 PV mix On-site recycling By-product To grid Final product 80 % 50 % Process steam

from natural gas

90 %

2040

f-Wind-2030 Europe Based on mass CO2-from

C2H4O

production

EU-28 Wind mix On-site recycling By-product To grid Final product 36 % 19 % Process steam

from natural gas

90 %

2030

f-Wind-2040 Europe Based on mass CO2-from

C2H4O

production

EU-28 Wind mix On-site recycling By-product To grid Final product 80 % 50 % Process steam

from natural gas

90 %

2040

f-Grid-2030 Europe Based on mass CO2-from

C2H4O

production

EU-28 Grid mix On-site recycling By-product To grid Final product 36 % 19 % Process steam

from natural gas

90 %

2030

f-Grid-2040 Europe Based on mass CO2-from

C2H4O

production

EU-28 Grid mix On-site recycling By-product To grid Final product 80 % 50 % Process steam

from natural gas

90 %

2040

The fossil CO2 is obtained as a by-product from the production of EO via a fossil-based route. b, biogenic; f, fossil.
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TABLE 3 Half-cell reactions resulting in C2H4 and H2O2 formation based on CO2 and H2O.

Reaction type Reaction equation Reaction potential Source Eq. #

CO2 reduction reaction (CO2RR): 2CO2(g) + 12H+
+ 12e− → C2H4(g) + 4H2O(l) potential (V vs. SHE)= 0.064V (Jouny et al., 2018) Eq. 1

Water oxidation reaction (WOR): 2H2O(l) →H2O2(l) + 2H+
+ 2e− potential (V vs. RHE)= 1.760V (Anantharaj et al., 2021) Eq. 2

Redox reaction: 2CO2(g) + 12H+
+ 12e− + 12H2O(l) →F0E0 C2H4(g) + 4H2O(l) + 6H2O2(l) + 12H+

+ 12e−

2CO2(g) + 12H2O(l) → C2H4(g) + 4H2O(l) + 6H2O2(l) Eq. 3

Handling of side products of electrocatalytic
reaction

The EEU also separates the unreacted CO2 and other side-

products from ethylene. The separated streams can then be

recycled on-site (especially CO2), fed into the gas grid (methane

and hydrogen to some extent), or sold directly (hydrogen).

Ethylene oxide synthesis

For the production of EO, the anodic intermediate hydrogen

peroxide (in aqueous solution) is mixed with the gaseous

cathodic intermediate ethylene. In this study, the overall EOU

process, including EO sequestration, was modeled as a black-

box process.

Ghanta et al. developed and modeled a process chain

that converts ethylene and hydrogen peroxide to EO (Ghanta,

2012; Ghanta et al., 2013). According to them, ethylene single-

pass conversion rates of +90 and +99% selectivity to EO are

possible. We assumed these numbers for the 2030 and 2040

scenarios. Furthermore, unreacted ethylene is recycled in the

processes (Ghanta, 2012; Ghanta et al., 2013). Thus, in the

present study, a quasi-stoichiometric conversion of ethylene

(and hydrogen peroxide) to EO was considered. The specific

steam and electricity demands per kg of EO were also based

on reported studies (Ghanta, 2012; Ghanta et al., 2013). Lastly,

we assumed that any catalyst remains constant and without

significant losses in quality in the epoxidation system, that is,

no additional processes or flows were modeled that consider

auxiliary materials for the epoxidation process.

Reference processes

Considering that ethylene and EO are among the most

important chemical intermediates, a variety of production

routes have been analyzed previously. Ethylene is predominantly

produced from various cracking processes of hydrocarbons of

fossil origin (Gao et al., 2019). While there are numerous other

production routes for ethylene, such as the Fischer-Tropsch or

the methanol-to-olefin (MTO) process, the emphasis should

be on the most relevant benchmark, the steam cracker. A

comparison of the relevant reference processes of the LCA

databases is provided in Figure 5.

Results-life cycle impact assessment

Climate change

The CO2 reduction potential (i.e., the GWP of the products)

depends mainly on: (1) the amount and type of electricity input

(e.g., wind power vs. solar power vs. grid mix); (2) the footprint

of the resources used (e.g., fossil CO2 vs. biogenic CO2) and (3)

auxiliary materials and other upstream processes. The GWP of

EO is shown in Figure 6, wherein the influence of the electricity

source used was significant, as becomes even clearer when the

detailed GWP is looked into (see stacked diagram in Figures 6,

7). Despite the high PED (Figure 8), negative GWPs can be

reached for wind power (2030 and 2040 scenarios) and PV

power (2040 scenario). In contrast, if the EU-28 grid-mix is

applied, the GWP (2030 scenario) was about 3.6-fold higher than

the fossil benchmark. Even with a considerably more energy-

efficient process (2040 scenario), the GWP was 1.5-fold higher

than that of the fossil benchmark. Considering that ∼15 %

of the European energy mix is renewable, while the rest is

fossil-based or nuclear (Eurostat, 2021), this result is plausible.

However, the used EU-28 grid-mix process by GaBi Sphera was

a conservative choice, as it results in ∼386 g CO2 eq./kWh. In

2019 the EU-27+UK GHG emission factor for electricity was

250 g CO2 eq./kWh and in 2020 about 231 g CO2 eq./kWh for

EU-27 (European Energy Agency (ed)., 2021). Thus, the 2019

factor would result in an ∼35% less electricity-related GWP

of the grid-mix scenarios due to continuous greening of the

European grid-mix.

Although wind and solar power generation show no direct

GHG emissions, an environmental burden from upstream

processing (production and erection of the power plants) is

attributed to each kWh produced by wind and PV power

plants. This is also valid for all the other environmental impact

categories. Concerning the GWP differences of PV and wind

power, PV emits an average of 50 g CO2 eq./kWh, depending on

the electricity generation capacity and with a wide range from 30

to 80 and higher (Stamford and Azapagic, 2018; Silva and Lerche

Raada, 2019). Wind power ranges from 5 to 40 g CO2 eq./kWh,

depending on the capacity and onshore/offshore installation

(Silva and Lerche Raada, 2019). For both PV and wind power,

EU-28 production mixes were used in the LCA (GaBi Sphera

processes). The GaBi EU-28 wind power mix resulted in ∼9 g
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FIGURE 5

(A) Normalized benchmark for the production of ethylene: Normalized CML results for the production of 1 kg ethylene by processes located in

Europe provided by Sphera, PlasticsEurope (PE) and ecoinvent databases. (B) Normalized benchmark for production of ethylene oxide:

Normalized CML results for the production of 1 kg EO by processes located in Europe provided by Sphera. Source: Own illustration based on

data from (A) (GaBi sphera Plastics Europe, 2008; Hischier, 2010; GaBi sphera, 2020d) and (B) (GaBi sphera, 2020e,f,g).

CO2 eq./kWh (i.e., in the lower range of the values reported in

the literature), while the EU-28 PV powermix resulted in a GWP

of 57 g CO2 eq./kWh.

When using CO2 as a side stream from conventional EO

production (i.e., fossil CO2) instead of biogenic CO2, the

GWP increases by ∼0.88 kg CO2 eq./kg EO in each scenario

(Supplementary Table S6). However, the impact of the CO2

source is low compared to the type of electricity used.

Figure 7 shows the detailed GWP contribution: the most

significant negative impact on the environment has the ERU

energy input. However, the overall GWP impact of the wind

scenarios results in credits (positive footprint), while for the PV

and grid-mix scenarios negative footprints are generated. The

GWP credits derive mainly from the bound CO2 within the

ethylene/EO, but also due to the carbon credit the biogenic CO2

receives from the allocation of environmental impacts resulting

from the biogas production. However, there is no such thing as

complete CO2 neutrality or even negativity, especially considering

the cradle-to-gate system boundaries. The actual impact on global

warming can only be evaluated by full life cycle assessment

including EoL treatment or recycling. However, this is only

practical with respect to end products-e.g., manufactured from

EO-based materials. This means that, at most, a comparative

product LCA can be performed, which, however, is out of the

scope of this study.

Primary energy demand

The PED of PtX products is likely to be higher than

that of their fossil counterparts, as thermodynamically stable

chemicals (such as water and carbon dioxide) are converted

to other chemicals in endothermic reactions. Additionally, for

electrochemically produced products, the desiredmain reactions

compete with other reactions, that is, some of the energy input

might be “lost” to unwanted side products. Lastly, economies of

scale also play a crucial role. For this LCA, a virtual demonstrator

(developed in the underlying research project) was the basis, that

is, a plant with a theoretical yearly capacity of ∼384 tEO4, which

is very low compared to large refineries.

Figure 8 shows the PED of the 2030 and 2040 scenarios with

biogenic CO2 input compared to the PED of conventionally

produced EO. As can be seen, in the best case (wind 2040), the

PED was ∼1.47-fold higher than the PED of fossil EO. This is

mainly due to the high energy demand of the ERU, which stems

partially from a rather low voltage efficiency (36 % referring to

all products in 2030, 80% in 2040). A detailed overview of the

PED is given in Figure 9.

4 Based on 48 kg/h at 8 000 operating hours per year for 2030 scenario.
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FIGURE 6

GWP 100 years of 2030 and 2040 biogenic CO2 scenarios with di�erent energy supplies and of conventionally produced EO. Stacked diagram:

GWP 100 years share of each process, for 2030 e�ciencies, wind power and biogenic CO2. Source: own data and illustration except for data of

EO from Oxidation via Air, which are taken from (GaBi sphera, 2020g).

The inset in Figure 8 shows the detailed PED contribution

of the 2030 scenario with wind power and biogenic CO2. The

most significant impact was the ERU energy input. When PV

or grid-mix power are taken into consideration, the results are

similar; however, for example, the PED non-renewable accounts

for ∼3.7% for PV and 62.6% for grid-mix.

CML impact categories

A comparison of the CML impact categories for the

2030 and 2040 biogenic and fossil CO2 scenarios plus the

fossil benchmark is provided in the Supplementary material

(Supplementary Tables S6, S7). The differences between the

scenarios are derived from the type of energy input, steam

generation for epoxidation [from biogas or natural gas (GaBi

sphera, 2017d,e)], the type of CO2 source, and the efficiencies

considered for 2030 and 2040, respectively. The interpretation

of each impact category is based on previous studies (Curran,

2012; Acero et al., 2016), as well as case-specific literature.

The abiotic depletion factor of abiotic resources (ADP

elements), such as elements and ultimate reserves, is significant

for PV power, as the production and installation of common PV

plants require various rare elements. As main driver behind this,

silver-based metallization pastes have been detected in previous

studies (Westaway et al., 2015; Stamford and Azapagic, 2018). In

addition to effects in the energy generation chain, the utilization

of resources (e.g., water) adds to the ADP elements. Concerning

the abiotic depletion potential of fossil resources (ADP fossil),

fossil CO2 scenarios (especially grid-mix scenarios), and fossil

benchmarks result in significant numbers. This is due to the

utilization of fossil sources such as crude oil and derivatives in

energy generation, but also as a resource for EO production.

Generally, the impacts of electricity from PV compared to

wind power are slightly higher for most indicators. This is likely

due to the higher material intensity of PV power plants perMW-

installed or kWh-generated compared to wind power plants.

The acidification potential (AP) is mainly related to the

emission of SOx, NOx, and NH3 (p. 65/Part 2A/Guinée et al.,

2002), which are mainly connected to the production of power

plants (PV, wind) and the utilization of fossil fuels (grid mix

scenarios) (Bouman, 2020). The higher impact of the biogenic

CO2 scenarios compared to the scenarios with fossil CO2 is

related to the SOx and NH3 and further trace compounds of
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FIGURE 7

Detailed GWP 100 years of 2030 and 2040 biogenic CO2 (short: b) scenarios with di�erent energy supplies. Left: wind and PV power scenarios.

Right: grid-mix scenarios. Source: own data and illustration.

biogas (Awe et al., 2017; Paolini et al., 2018), which have a

significant impact on acidification. Similar effects have been

reported for the eutrophication potential (EP), which is related

to biomass production (application of fertilizers, etc.) and

biomass storage (Paolini et al., 2018), on the one hand, and NH3

from biogas production on the other hand.

The toxicity potentials (FAETP, MAETP, and HTP) are

linked to the emission of toxic substances, such as heavy metals.

Related to the location of the plant, these impact categories are

less relevant in the overall environmental assessment. The main

impact derives from the utilization of fossil fuels, but wind and

PV power have some influence as well, which derives from the

production and installation phase of the power plants to a great

extent. For example, for PV, various metals play a crucial role,

such as silver and copper (EC-JRC IES, 2013; Stamford and

Azapagic, 2018), as well as chlorine entering fresh water systems

(Bouman, 2020). However, theMAETP (and presumably FAETP

and HTP) of renewables has not yet been analyzed in detail–for

example, for off-shore wind parks, the impact of wind power

could be higher in reality (Bouman, 2020). The comparatively

lowHTP impact of the fossil benchmark is presumably related to

its low specific energy demand and allocation effects. Moreover,

refineries are one of the most thoroughly optimized production

systems available, hence allowing for low emission levels on the

overall plant level.

With regards to terrestrial ecotoxicity potential (TETP)

(Supplementary Table S6), the credit for the 2030 PV power

scenario and all biogenic CO2 2040 scenarios derives from

the positive environmental impact of the utilized CO2, which

outweighs the negative impact of the energy input of the

novel process. For the 2030 wind and grid-mix biogenic

CO2 scenarios, the negative impacts of energy generation are

dominant, resulting in a TETP footprint. For wind energy, this is

presumably related to steel according to other studies (Xu et al.,

2018), while for the grid-mix, the impact is assumed to be linked

to fossil fuel combustion and waste incineration. The impact of

fossil resources is also demonstrated in Supplementary Table S7,

as none of the scenarios result in a TETP credit; that is, fossil

CO2 is crucial at this point, which is also true for the EO

benchmark. Although the latter has a lower impact compared
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FIGURE 8

PED of the 2030 and 2040 biogenic CO2 scenarios with di�erent energy supplies and of conventionally produced EO. Stacked diagram: PED

share of each process, for 2030 e�ciencies, wind power and biogenic CO2. Source: own data and illustration except for data of EO from

Oxidation via Air, which are taken from (GaBi sphera, 2020g).

to the fossil CO2 scenarios, this is possibly due to the fact that

allocation to various products and the high energy efficiency of

refineries results in reduced impacts per kg of product.

The ozone layer depletion potential (ODP) is nearly the

same for the fossil and biogenic CO2 scenarios, and the

potential nearly fully depends on the type of electricity used,

not the type of CO2. The ODP from wind power is based

on resins used during production according to other studies

(Xu et al., 2018), while for PV fluorine-based compounds

considered in the LCA process might play a crucial role

(Stamford and Azapagic, 2018).

A significant CML category is the photochemical ozone

creation potential (POCP), around 5∗10−3 kg ethylene eq.

(Supplementary Tables S6, S7). The POCP was significantly

higher for the fossil benchmark in all scenarios. The reason

for this is the small loss of ethylene caused by the product gas

splitting processes (EEU). However, the largest contribution

stems from the ethylene produced, which is not separated

from the hydrogen side product stream. This means that

ethylene leaves the system boundaries. In a conservative

assumption, this was considered as loss, which adds

to the POCP.

Discussion-life cycle interpretation

Influence of choice of CO2 origin on the
environmental impact

The main focus was on available biogenic CO2 to minimize

feedstock cost and energy intensity of the novel process, as

the effort (energy, cost) for CO2 separation is relatively low

for some state-of-the-art processes (e.g., at biogas upgrading

plants) (Rodin et al., 2020). In the biogenic scenarios, the CO2

is separated from biogas via membrane separation. The LCA

results might be limited, as no further purification of the CO2

was considered at this point. However, previous studies that

focused on PtX with biogas as carbon source anticipated no

further CO2 gas cleaning as well (Zhang et al., 2020).

In contrast, considering the 2040 energy efficiencies, the

novel process leads to a lower GWP of EO based on fossil CO2

than for conventionally produced EO, if solar or wind power are

utilized. That is, the process could add to the CO2 reduction

goals for refineries while increasing their EO production rates.

Despite visible improvements in the environmental impact in

several categories for fossil CO2, biogenic CO2 is favored in
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FIGURE 9

Detailed PED of the 2030 and 2040 biogenic CO2 (short: b) scenarios with di�erent energy supplies. Left: wind power and grid-mix scenarios.

Right: PV power scenarios. Source: own data and illustration.

regard to long-term climate neutrality, as the carbon cycle can

be closed.

In short, it was found that the CO2 source itself has a visible

impact on the overall performance, leading to the conclusion

that biogenic CO2 should be the focus in the long run, also DAC

might be an option in the long-term [see (Fasihi et al., 2019)].

Energy e�ciency-influence of ERU
design

The choice of electricity input has the most significant

impact on the environmental performance due to the

high energy demand. While all process steps require

some electrical input, the by far largest share of electric

energy demand is associated with the ERU. The chosen

electrodes, catalysts, and electrolytes influence the overall

cell potential, as well as the FE of the reaction. In this sense,

current density as a metric is of the utmost importance,

as it determines the maximum achievable yield of the

desired product (Jouny et al., 2018; Na et al., 2019;

Anantharaj et al., 2021). Each chamber is supplied with an

electrolyte solution.

The demonstrator used for this study has the following

specifications: the electrolyte is KHCO3 at different

concentrations (Mavrikis et al., 2021). The cathode consists

of copper, sputter-deposited on a Freudenberg gas diffusion

layer (Cu/GDL) (Bisztyga-Szklarz et al., 2021), while the anode

was composed of boron-doped diamond (BDD) (Mavrikis

et al., 2020). The chambers are separated by a membrane (e.g.,

NafionTM), and the overall cell design is comparable to that of
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commercially available hydrogen PEM cells. The theoretical cell

voltage was: 1.760 V−0.064V= 1.696 V.

Under real conditions, much higher voltages need to be

applied because of the cell resistances that must be overcome.

Additionally, competitive reactions must be prevented, such as

the formation of unwanted hydrocarbons at the cathode or water

splitting at the anode. Owing to the temperature sensitivity of the

reactions and products (e.g., H2O2 decomposition), the overall

cell and the electrolytes need to be kept at amaximumof ∼30◦C.

Further improvements in energy efficiency could reduce cell

heating and energy losses.

In short, increasing energy efficiency is the key to achieving

environmental and economic feasibility, i.e., meeting or even

exceeding the assumptions made for the LCA performed.

Influence of Faraday e�ciency

Recent studies have reported an ethylene FE of up to 70%

for half-cell assemblies against a reference electrode. Similarly,

research on hydrogen peroxide as the final product from the

water oxidation reaction has reported selectivities of up to

70% (ZnO @ 3V vs. RHE), although most catalysts lead to

lower FE at the same applied voltage (Kelly et al., 2019). As

these results were achieved under laboratory conditions for

small-scale cells, often with short-term measurements, lower

FEs were assumed for the upscaled demonstrating unit under

long-term operation.

Regarding the production of hydrogen peroxide

(Supplementary Table S5), a high current density tends

to cause low FEs, and vice versa. However, it can be

pointed out that a higher current also leads to higher

production of hydrogen peroxide. Selected examples

of the highest FEs were achieved with K2CO3 as

electrolyte, which is too alkaline for hydrogen peroxide

and furthers its degradation. An ideal system would

employ a high FE, high current density, and therefore

high yields.

The FEs of the main and side products (theoretically

summing up to a total of 100% for each half cell) depend

strongly on future catalyst development. If the FE of

ethylene and hydrogen peroxide increases, the FE of the side

products decreases. However, the in-/decreases of the individual

electrocatalysis products are not necessarily linear but depend

on manifold variables, such as cell, catalyst and electrolyte

design, which is beyond scope of the current study. Thus, in

the analyzed scenarios, the focus was not on FE variation, but

other factors, such as energy efficiencies and total conversion

rate of CO2 (Section CO2 conversion efficiency of the ERU),

especially as most of the side products can be commercialized

(hydrogen, methane).

Sensitivity analysis

Parameter variation

Two parameters (electricity demand of ERU; CO2

conversion efficiency) were varied to test their influence on

the overall environmental impacts based on the 2040 biogenic

CO2 scenarios.

The PED of the ERU was found to have the most significant

impact; this was already visible from the differences in the

2030 (36% voltage efficiency) and 2040 (80% voltage efficiency)

scenarios. Additionally, the single-pass CO2 conversion rate

of the ERU was varied. However, as the unreacted CO2 is

recycled, the effects on the environmental impact due to a lower

EEU energy demand (due to lower volume flows) is marginal

compared to the energy demand of the ERU. Consequently, only

the sensitivity analysis hotspot, that is, the effects of the ERU

energy demand, are shown in Figure 10.

The TETP is not shown in Figure 10 as it changes from a

credit (−2.56E-03 kg DCB eq. at −50 %) to a burden 1.02E-

03 kg DCB eq. at +50 %) as energy demand increases; thus, a

calculation of the relative change is not possible. In addition,

the relative GWP 100 years indicator shows a decrease with

rising energy demand, which is due to reducedGWP credits, that

is, the positive environmental effects are reduced. In contrast,

GWP excl. biogenic carbon increases, as this indicator is mainly

influenced by the energy input, while the credit for the utilized

biogenic CO2 is excluded by this indicator.

It is also noteworthy that some indicators showed only a

slight change, such as POCP and EP, being mainly influenced

by the direct emissions of the novel process to the environment

(especially POCP).

Mass allocation

The side products of the ERU amount to < 4 % each

in both scenarios, while the ethylene and recycled CO2 carry

most of the environmental impacts, see Table 4. As the single-

pass conversion rate is increased in the 2040 scenario, the

environmental impacts caused at the EEU shift mainly toward

the produced ethylene. Thus, the single-pass conversion rate has

a significant effect in terms of reduced CO2 storage, venting, and

piping systems. As a consequence, the overall size of the plant is

reduced, having a direct impact on the material and land use (of

the plant itself) as well as economic performance. However, the

assessment of these figures was beyond the scope of this study

and is an objective for further works.

The EOU performance was the same for both scenarios,

as technical development was mainly assumed for the ERU.

As can be seen from Table 4, the hydrogen peroxide surplus is

more than five times the FU. This means that the intermediate

hydrogen peroxide carries the majority (84%) of the EOU

emissions, while only 16% of the emissions were attributed to the
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FIGURE 10

Sensitivity analysis-electro catalysis energy demand Scenario 2040, biogenic CO2, wind power: Influence of decrease / increase of the energy

demand of the electro catalysis on the CML categories. Base = scenario 2040, biogenic CO2, wind power. Source: own data and illustration.

TABLE 4 Allocation factors for by-product allocation for the scenarios 2030 and 2040.

Process/output Value (kg/kgEO) Mass allocation Value (kWh/kgEO) LHV allocation

based on mass based on LHV

EEU 2030 2040 2030 2040 2030 2040 2030 2040

S1 H2 0.15 0.15 1.1% 3.8% 5.00 5.00 32.9% 32.9%

S2 CH4 0.13 0.13 0.9% 3.3% 1.80 1.80 11.9% 11.9%

F2 CO2 13.1 3.03 93.4% 76.7% 0.00 0.00 0.0% 0.0%

I2 C2H4 0.64 0.64 4.6% 16.2% 8.38 8.38 55.2% 55.2%

EOU

P1 C2H4O 1 1 16.0% 16.0% 7.68 7.68 35.8% 35.8%

S3 H2O2 5.26 5.26 84.0% 84.0% 13.76 13.76 64.2% 64.2%

All reported numbers and diagrams base on mass-allocation. LHV-allocation factors are for comparison (See Section LHV-based allocation).

targeted product. If the ethylene production can be increased,

e.g., via optimized cell design that reduces the formation of

side products, and hydrogen peroxide production levels are

stabilized, the final surplus of hydrogen peroxide could be

slightly reduced. This would lead to a higher allocation factor

of the EO.

LHV-based allocation

In addition to mass, the impact of the LHV on the allocation

factors was assessed. This would lead to a more a balanced

allocation between the epoxidation products, i.e., C2H4O and

H2O2 surplus (see Table 4). Thus, the specific environmental

impact of C2H4O would increase significantly, which would

also happen when the amount of H2O2 surplus is reduced due

to process optimization (increased TRL). However, when this

allocation method is applied to all process steps, this comes with

several drawbacks: (i) CO2 has a LHV of 0, thus would not carry

any impacts of the upstream-processes, (ii) the impact is shifted

to electrocatalytic side products, namely H2 and CH4, which

shall be further reduced in their amount with increasing TRL,

(iii) C2H4O are traded based onmass, i.e., LHV-based allocation

might not be reasonable for environmental product declaration

or industry market application, (iv) the recycled CO2 does not

carry any impact, thus, the CO2 conversion efficiency has more

or less no impact at all.
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LCA limitations and future research

Today, LCA is recognized as an important part of

environmentally benign process design as its key feature is

the holistic approach. As it is a quantitative, data-driven

methodology, it is inherently variable due to changing mass and

energy balances. Still, the LCA effectively compares different

resource alternatives via extensive scenario modeling. Some

uncertainties apply to all alternatives (e.g., the carbon footprint

of the future electricity mix and changes in CML impacts due

to increased recycling quotas of rare elements, as well as the

impacts of the agricultural system the CO2 stems from).

Full LCA avoids shifting the environmental impacts between

life cycle stages and impact categories, including not only

the process, but also the product, supply chains, and even

market-mediated effects. Thus, we are aware that the scope

of environmental assessment is ideally extended to avoid

problem shifting, however, a complete integration of the novel

process assessed in the present study is not yet possible for

various reasons.

One reason are gaps in reliable LCA data that cannot be

accurately closed by prediction models based on the technology

status of the subsystems. This includes process parameters on

one side, material intensity, and production of the plant parts on

the other side. As the process is further refined, more detailed

analyses will be possible. In the subsequent sections we highlight

some issues that may have a significant impact on the results of

future LCAs.

Second, there is a lack of knowledge on the final product

applications and pathways of products and by-products. The

“cradle-to-gate” approach neglects the product system for which

the chemical EO is used. EO can be transferred to hundreds of

products. There is no accounting for the EoL of the potential

manifold products at which the bound CO2 may be released

again. Consequently, the CO2 utilization in the underlying LCA

was limited to a certain time frame. CO2 is not released directly,

but possibly at a later point in time, for example, when discarded

consumer products are thermally valorized. Refer also to Tanzer

and Ramírez (2019) on the problem of LCA system boundaries

and CO2 negativity. While there is agreement that temporal

storage is important and does mitigate climate change on a short

scale, it is pointed out that further research on climate models

is needed to prove the positive effects on climate change by

delaying carbon dioxide emissions for a longer time (Brandão

et al., 2013). Therefore, the cradle-to-gate system boundary is

appropriate, but challenging in terms of benchmarking, as most

renewable products reveal their benefits in the use and EoL phase

of their life cycle compared to highly optimized fossil reference

products such as EO from refinery side streams.

Finally, the absolute values of some CML categories (such

as FAETP, POCP, TETP) (Section CML impact categories

and Supplementary Tables S6, S7) are generally very low for

the assessed scenarios. Consequently, it is difficult to make a

fully reliable distinction and interpretation in relation to the

fluctuation range of the primary data.

Tackling CO2 quality issues

It is likely that impurity resistance of the process will be the

focus of further research activities, having impact on the ERU

and EOU design. Alternatively–or additionally-intensified CO2

purification is likely. In that case, a higher energy demand for the

CO2 input flow must be accounted for.

Catalysts, membranes and electrolytes

Stable catalysis is a prerequisite for industrial applications,

which was anticipated in this LCA. Ideally, the catalysts

required for the electrocatalytic reaction (ERU) and subsequent

epoxidation process (EOU) are not used up but remain stable

over time. Thus, the catalysts were treated as auxiliary materials

and were not modeled in this LCA. In reality, catalysts

degenerate of time and further R&D is needed to achieve sensible

values for industrial scale production. The fundamentals are

partly described by literature (Perry et al., 2020), where the focus

is on catalyst development for CO2 reduction. For electrolytes

and membranes, the case is similar, a long lifetime of the

materials and the type of used chemicals are deciding in terms

of economic and environmental performance.

Cooling

Finally, some process steps may afford cooling via air or

water. Considering the current TRL (lab-scale experiments,

low energy efficiencies), as well as future energy efficiency

enhancements, no details on the amounts of waste heat are

known from today’s point of view. As the reaction temperatures

of the electrocatalytic unit are rather low, it is assumed that

potential waste heat would be hardly directly utilizable due to

the low temperature level. In terms of mass balance, potential

cooling media were considered to be not used up, that is, they

are neglected in steady-state modeling. Cooling water released

to aquatic systems is likely to have an impact due to changes

in water temperature (Bloemkolk and van der Schaaf, 1996), a

potential impact not covered by the common impact categories.

Side products and intermediates

The valorization of hydrogen and methane should be easily

achievable from a technical and economic point of view. In

contrary, large amounts of (highly diluted) surplus H2O2

require further R&D activities, which should aim to balance the

production rates of ethylene and H2O2 in a way no surplus

volumes are generated, which cannot be valorized. If this is not

possible via a combined electrocatalytic process, the separate
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but parallel production of the intermediates in two split half-

cells, followed by the epoxidation process, is an option for

further developments.

Gas slip

Finally, the ethylene slip must be kept at a minimum level

not only for technoeconomic but also environmental reasons

(see Section CML impact categories). When the ethylene slip

is reduced (or considered “further utilized” in the side product

stream), the POCP level is significantly reduced, as shown in

Figure 11. Nevertheless, the values were higher than those of

the conventionally produced EO. This is due to the high energy

demand of the CCU process compared to highly efficient oil

refineries, which cause only small burdens per product due

to allocation. In addition to ethylene, other volatile organic

compounds (VOCs), carbonmonoxide (CO), and sulfur dioxide

(SO2) are added to POCP (Acero et al., 2016). CO is generated

at the ERU; however, it was not further modeled owing to the

small amounts being created (cut-off criteria). In addition, the

CO created is considered to be recycled within the plant. If CO

is emitted to the air, a further increase in the POCP is estimated.

Regulatory framework

In addition to the need for a higher TRL, the regulatory

framework at the European level must continue to develop

with regard to CCU technologies. In the case of the capture

of fossil CO2 and the further use of CO2 in production

processes in which CO2 is permanently chemically bound

(production of precipitated calcium carbonate), the European

Emissions Trading Scheme (European Commission, 2021)

provides incentives in that no allowances have to be surrendered

for these quantities. On the other hand, an emission factor of

zero was set for the biogenic CO2. This means that no certificates

must be surrendered for the biogenic CO2 that is emitted.

However, if this biogenic CO2 is used further, as described

above, there are no further incentives for this. Although from a

holistic perspective different effects are achieved for the climate

depending on whether biogenic or fossil CO2 is used, in the case

of CCU, they are treated in the same way (European Parliament

the Council, 2018). This leads to a systemic disadvantage for

biogenic CO2 sources, especially in the context of European

circular economy and climate goals.

Reference processes

The three benchmarks (see Section Reference processes,

Figure 5) all have a similar geographical scope, as they are

based on European data. However, the results were significantly

different. This may be due to the fact that a refinery affords

a very complex LCA model and different decisions on exact

system boundaries and cut-off rules influence the final results.

For example, the ecoinvent process is also based on the

PlasticsEurope ecoprofile and refinery model, but chooses

to exclude various inventory items. Sphera’s process, on

the other hand, is based solely on a steam cracker. These

circumstances make exact comparisons difficult. However,

despite the ambiguous designs of the reference processes the

values deemed more important for this study, GWP and PED,

exhibit uniform results with values ranging from 1.43 to 1.49 kg

CO2-eq/kg ethylene for the GWP and a PED of 66.9–73.2

MJ/kg ethylene.

Numerous studies have highlighted that ethylene from

renewable resources, obtained in processes such as wood

gasification (Liptow et al., 2015) or the fermentation of biogenic

sugars from sugarcane (van Uytvanck et al., 2014; Oliveira

et al., 2020) and subsequent dehydration, have favorable GWP

values. Nonetheless, higher values obtained for eutrophication

and acidification were a disadvantage. However, an economic

process design is difficult to achieve without subsidiaries, even

in countries with favorable conditions, such as Brazil. Moreover,

these existing plants are also reliant upon first-generation

biofuels, which adds another environmental hotspot to the

discussion (Mohsenzadeh et al., 2017).

A different approach was reported by Mobley et al. (Mobley

et al., 2016, 2017), in which ethylene was oxidized by carbon

monoxide, which was obtained by reducing carbon dioxide,

catalyzed by mixed-metal oxides. Thus, even negative GWP

values per kilogram of EO produced have been reported, albeit

on a microreactor scale.

All of the factors discussed are also valid for EO, as they

are exclusively produced by the oxidation of ethylene via air or

oxygen. Accordingly, a smaller impact for ethylene also implies

a smaller impact by EO. A comparison between the selected

available EO processes was performed similarly to ethylene, as

shown in Figure 5.

The benchmark for the production of EO was much more

uniform than that for the production of ethylene. This is due

to the fact that the ecoinvent process was excluded, since it did

not include any allocation between the byproducts and EO. The

processes provided by Sphera include allocation between the EO

and the byproduct depending on the process design. The values

for the GWP lie between 1.36 and 1.51 kg CO2-eq/ kg EO and the

PED ranges from 56.6 to 58.9 MJ/kg EO produced (GaBi sphera,

2020e,f,g).

Another way to reduce the environmental footprint of EO

is to avoid oxidation via air or oxygen, as well as unwanted

side reactions, with the most important being full oxidation

to CO2. Herein, a promising candidate is H2O2, as used

in this approach. Ghanta et al. described and simulated a

plant in which 200,000 t EO per year are produced using a

common approach via oxidation with O2 and an H2O2-based

approach. While the traditional approach yielded 3.62 kg CO2-

eq/kg EO, the H2O2-based one resulted in 4.11 kg CO2-eq/kg

EO. It was concluded that H2O2, commonly produced via the

energy-intensive anthraquinone process, needs to come from an
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FIGURE 11

POCP of the 2030 scenarios (biogenic CO2 = b; fossil CO2 = f) with reduced ethylene (and methane) loss and the fossil benchmark. Source:

own data and illustration except for data of EO from Oxidation via Air, which are taken from (GaBi sphera, 2020g).

environmentally sound alternative (Ghanta et al., 2013; Pangotra

et al., 2022), as foreseen in the present study.

Conclusion

Climate change mitigation actions call for the development

of carbon reduction and sequestration technologies as well as

the development of sustainable substitutes for commonly fossil-

based chemicals. In this regard, there is much research on

CCU going on. An option is the electrochemical reduction of

CO2 to valuable substances, such as ethylene with subsequent

synthesis to EO. Thus, our objective was to evaluate the

ecological performance, climate change impact, and primary

energy demand of a novel electrocatalytic CCU process chain.

We performed a cradle-to-gate LCA for this low TRL process

to (i) evaluate for the first time its environmental impact

compared to its conventional counterpart, i.e., EO produced by

steam reforming and oxidation of ethylene with air, and (ii)

compare biogenic and fossil CO2 as inputs and (iii) different

electricity sources.

The LCA results show that despite the low efficiencies, the

novel process can achieve better environmental performance

than the conventional process in several categories, if renewable

electricity is utilized. With optimized efficiencies, the benefits

increase even more. The type of CO2 used has less impact

according to this initial assessment. In this regard, it is

noteworthy that the circular economy theory balances efficiency

vs. (eco-)effectiveness (Borrello et al., 2020). This means,

considering the biogenic origin of CO2 and renewable energy

input to the processing system, the novel process can

be preferable to the conventional process from a circular

economy perspective, despite being less energy efficient even

under optimized conditions. However, due to technoeconomic

limitations of renewable energy production, increased energy

efficiency should be in the focus of further R&D activities. Also,

various aspects are to be considered in regard to renewable

CO2, such as land use and the energy-water-food nexus

Thus, further LCAs should focus on different renewable CO2

sources, considering additional impact categories and resource

availability over time.

When gray electricity is utilized, the environmental benefits

diminish, i.e., the impacts are worse than for the fossil

benchmark in most categories. Thus, with respect to the future

electricity mix, the analysis shows that a renewable energy mix

is out of question, when PtX/CCU technologies shall replace

conventional refineries.

Full circularity and a reduction of remaining impacts are

not only connected to the upstream production chains of CO2

and renewable energy but also to the optimized plant design and

materials.With increasing TRL of the process, LCA practitioners

should focus not only on the chemical process chain but also the

material expenditure of the electrochemical cell, the enrichment

and epoxidation unit.

Finally, the process chain enables decentralized chemical

production and an optimized PtX application through matching

CO2 and renewable energy sources. In this sense, storage of

renewable electricity and full valorization of side products

is crucial.

In short, the process can indeed be a carbon sink by

concept: basic prerequisites are the full expansion of renewable

power generation and optimized process parameters of the

electrocatalysis unit.
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CO2RR CO2 reduction reaction

ADP Abiotic Depletion Potential

AP Acidification Potential

A.SPIRE Association “Sustainable Process Industry through Resource and

Energy Efficiency”

CCU Carbon Capture and Utilization

CML Centrum voor Milieukunde Leiden

DAC Direct Air Capture (of CO2)

DCB 1,4-Di-chloro-benzene (C6H4Cl2)

EEU Ethylene Enrichment Unit

EO Ethylene Oxide

EOU Ethylene Oxide Unit

EP Eutrophication Potential

eq. equivalent

ERU Electrocatalytic Reaction Unit

FAETP Fresh water Aquatic Ecotoxicity Potential

FE Faraday Efficiency

FU Functional Unit

GHG Greenhouse Gas

GWP Global Warming Potential

HTP Human Toxicity Potential

ILCD International Reference Life Cycle Data System

IPCC Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

LCA Life Cycle Assessment

LCI Life Cycle Inventory

LHV Lower Heating Value

MAETP Marine Aquatic Ecotoxicity Potential

ODP Ozone Layer Depletion Potential

PED Primary Energy Demand

PEM Proton-exchange membrane

POCP Photochemical Ozone Creation Potential

PtX Power to X

R11 Trichlorofluoromethane (CCl3F)

TETP Terrestric Ecotoxicity Potential

TRL Technology Readiness Level

Chemical formulas

C2H4 Ethylene

C2H4O Ethylene oxide

CH4 Methane

CO Carbon monoxide

CO2 Carbon dioxide

(Continued)

(Continued)

H2 Hydrogen

H2O Water

H2O2 Hydrogen peroxide

Sb Antimony

SO2 Sulfur dioxide

Units

J Joule

kg Kilogram

kWh Kilowatt hours

MJ Megajoule

t ton

Wh Watthours
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